Technology: The Worst Enemy or Conservation’s new best Friend?
By Sriyan de Silva Wijeyeratne
Is Technology a new best friend for Conservation? There is certainly a lot going on, and some of it frankly
is not helping the cause. The questionable usage of Drones in Manner and the impact on the birds there
recently dominated environmental news. “Drones are a threat to citizens’ privacy and national security”
screamed a news headline on the 28th of May, as some folks in parliamentary deliberations push hard to
make us believe that drones were the core tool in attacking some parliamentarian’s home and that the
usual suspects of foreign corporations and secret service agencies are hard at work through unmanned
drone usage in Sri Lanka for commercial and other purposes. Technology certainly brings many privacy,
ethical and national security issues to the forefront. On the environmental side, the old wave of
mechanization ensured that entire Forests could be felled in days and metal monstrosities plowed through
marshes and waterways, to accelerate disaster. Weapons got better and the animal death toll became
higher. Latterly it was Digital and mobile which paved the way for improved communication, and helped
locate animals for poaching, aerial viewing, and even aided in the global illegal wildlife trafficking

networks. The marine related tech advances made mass scale fishing a lot more destructive. The list is
endless.

From the other side
On the other side of the fence, however, are
some developments which Sri Lanka must study
speedily and carefully. In fact, some of them may
just hold the key to Sri Lanka hopefully tipping
the balance in favour of conservation in the
coming decades. These can be applied in situ and
ex situ. Can, and will Technology save the day
and if so in what areas? Here again the list is
quite long, but we could explore a few thoughts
in this regard. Satellite and aerial views are
powerful tools to map existing forests, all kinds
of foliage, densities and Jungle patch corridors,
illegal interior deforestation and more.
Improved visualization, and even free tools like
Google earth and more, used wisely, could map
our future Development areas, and plot essential
Forest corridors to be retained, Water retention

and flood prevention area plans can become
more sophisticated. Some of these Technologies
are available for Free, while global entities like
Microsoft (through their AI for Earth program),
and other, are often willing to Partner and
donate to Governments and Charities who truly
use it appropriately. Naturally, far less is
achieved if expert help and advice falls on deaf
ears, as we have seen in the case of the Human
Elephant Conflict in Sri Lanka.
Digital Forensics can be very useful when it
comes down to tracking poaching, matching
weapons to bullets and tracing backwards to the
source of the issue. The WNPS presented a talk
on this area a while back while some local
Researchers have been both using and pushing
for greater use of these tools. Smart Radio
Collars that use accelerometer technology are

exceptionally helpful in tracking endangered
species movement, and even let scientist know
when they hunt or are hunted etc. Prof. Sampath
Seneviratne and his team in Sri Lanka have been
shedding amazing insight on the flights over the
Himalayan ranges by birds whom they tracked
through satellite tagging technology which
leverages GPS, to provide us with their amazing
full migration cycles.

In Kenya, one study uses Smart collars on
Elephants to send SMS messages to farmers
when they come into proximity and help prevent
Elephant conflicts. Camera Traps and Sensors are
increasingly being used by the Lankan Research
Community and that is likely to grow much faster
in the coming decades. Affordability seems a key
limiting factor. Big Data is another part of the
tool set, and entities now use predictive
analytics to look at animal behavior, migration,
and where conservation efforts give us best
outcomes. The world’s largest set of wild animals
captured within the Snapshot Serengeti Dataset
through 225 camera traps since 2011, is now
moving to use more machine intelligence to
analyze their millions of images.
Although still not too much in use here, Acoustic
sensors are small, becoming affordable and noninvasive, and can be deployed in the field for long
durations to monitor wildlife and their acoustic
surroundings and are used for assessing species
occupancy, abundance, population density and
more. There is further room to be using DNA

based knowledge and research, for our
conservation efforts. Other countries seem to be
doing interesting stuff, and we should latch onto
them. DNA advances help us to isolate gene
pools, specie localities, migration patterns and a
lot more. High Tech Gene Sequencing can help
prevent species extinction, as is being tried in the
case of the Tasmanian Devil. Of course, the issue
of quality lab and equipment availability in Sri
Lanka remains a challenge.
On Reforestation, some countries use Drone
based replanting techniques quite successfully.
In Northern Sumatra a team has created drones
fixed with Cameras, Sensors and GPS to count
orangutans and map deforestation. Elsewhere,
small remote Helicopters and drones take
samples of Whale blowhole air, which provide
whale snot tissues and is far less intrusive than
tissue removal or blood sampling. Remote
Control based Photography provides researchers
with new ways to capture subjects and
environments, making conclusions more
insightful. Computer Technology can now
capture simultaneous multiple Bird sounds with
single remote monitors enabling much less
observer dependency.
Being left behind

Mobile Technology and App’s have transformed
the world in many ways. On the conservation

front, camera’s and apps are used to gather
population feedback, report violations, mass
mobilize
citizen
movements,
specie
identification
and
much
more
(see
instantwild.zsl.org as one such example or even
Project Poacher which battles wildlife crime in
UK). The Fields of Bio Technology, Marine, Water
Management and many others also provide
multitudes of examples where Technology is
being leveraged today. The WNPS has been
piloting a light Repelling System innovated by a
Colonel in the Army, to reduce Elephant
invasions. Other local researchers have done
Citizen Science projects in smaller scale. Some
Zoos and Parks also use technology extensively
in many cases. It would seem the tide has indeed
shifted to a world where more and more groups,
movements and even countries are placing their
bets on Technology to counter Climate Change
and Environmental destruction.

We now come to the concerning part. The actual
adoption of Technology solutions in Sri Lanka, be
it by Government, Conservation based entities,
Policy and Strategy makers, Wildlife parks and
others, is still in its infancy. Few, if any, have
decided that they would indeed bet on
Technology as the primary means of helping
resolve issues. In many cases, the Key decision
makers within Government, and some
researchers and other stake holders, may not be
too Tech friendly, and thereby not
knowledgeable of the powerful potential it

brings to the table as well. In other instances, it
seems we still want to do long drawn trials and
pilots, when these technologies have already
been well established elsewhere. We need to
move from our island mindset of “Not invented
here so it wont work”, to focus the trials more on
the applicability, local compatibility and
adoptability to our unique conditions in Sri
Lanka, and fast track them. One might point to
the isolated instances of Tech adoption here, but
the key is to create an entire eco system and
movement towards this wave. Many Corporate
Sustainability initiatives operate at base level of
simple tree planting etc, and have room to
embed more solid science components into their
initiatives.
It is therefore incumbent on Tech Savvy
Companies and NGO’s, Grassroot movements,
Key influencers and Youthful communities, to try
and convince these Influentials, and indeed
Governments, to focus Technology a lot more on
Conservation. I would like to urge more young
people to explore the realm of Conservation
Technology. Sri Lanka may not have enough
exposure to offer students, but one can certainly
venture out to gain this insight and bring it back
into this beautiful country. Sadly, too many opt
to never return, and Sri Lanka’s pathetic current
state does little to help them feel otherwise.
Another key lever is Partnerships! Lankan
entities need to reach out and partner groups
who are doing such cool stuff globally, and figure
how to bring them into our realms. We also need
to bring cross disciplinary folks like Biologists,
Technologists,
Conservationists,
bloggers,
Marketers and Managers, App developers,
policy makers, animal behaviouralists, NGO’s
and more together, to find common ground.

A Decade of Technology adoption
Within Government too, there needs to have a
stronger resolve. This should essentially be made
a Technology Adoption Decade for Conservation
in Sri Lanka. Amidst all the Aragalaya and fight
for a better tomorrow and governance etc, we
need to ensure that Mother Nature gets a better
deal in Sri Lanka. The absence of it would
certainly boomerang on our development goals
and quality of life if not. We saw limited
examples of Technology being pushed into
Education, Governance, and Citizen Services. But
the aspects of Conservation seem to be
somehow forgotten or very low down the list.
These cannot be done sequentially in the fastchanging world. It is an uphill battle for folks in
Conservation to convince these parties to adopt
Tech. I do hope at least that the adoption within
Wildlife and Nature based movements and
research communities, will be that much
quicker. If not, we would not only loose the
Conservation battle faster but also fail to tap into
some of the most powerful tools which could
have delivered a different outcome. Will this
play out positively for us all and conservation?
With many larger national issues dominating the
conversations, only time will tell. But we should

play our parts, however big or small to
accelerate this momentum.
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